LIVING SPACES
HOME OFFICE CATALOG

Reimagine Your Workspace
Productivity Is Calling

And it’s calling from places you’d never expect. Get inspired by these home office designs to boost productivity — and reimagine your workspace.
work from anywhere

In this bedroom alcove, a rustic workstation feels right at home. Baskets, bookcase and built-in shelves add storage to style.
work life balance
Living room or home office? With the right multitasking furniture, the answer’s up to you.
the double shift

A sofa table begets a desk; a dining chair, office seating. Transform everyday designs into work-from-home solutions for a space that makes the most of every square inch.
desk days

A desk you love can help clear your mind — and your to-do list. Choose from shapes, styles and details to fit your home office personality.
seating + storage

Writing desk? Check. Bookcase? Check. Lounge seating? Check. This home office is just as focused as it is relaxed, thanks to statement style — and a little bit of comfort.
Warm colors define this bedroom study. Working never felt so elegant.

suite dreams

With its executive drawers and metallic hardware, a rich wood desk brings this bedroom corner to life. It’s a dream suite for sweet dreams.
lunch break

A dining set that doubles as a chic office desk? Challenge accepted. A hardworking table provides plenty of writing and computer space — proving that productivity really is everywhere you look.
Look again! A secretary-style writing surface folds into a cabinet – while a glass sofa table reimagines the modern ‘home office.’
With a workspace that maximizes natural light, airy materials and fresh colors, staying productive becomes a breeze.
detail-oriented

Tight spaces call for desks with storage — in every nook and cranny. Think built-in cubbies, cord management and an overhead hutch.
By itself, it’s a sofa table. With a darling rattan chair, it’s the ultimate office nook. For small spaces, a little bit of perspective goes a long way.
corner office

Rise to the occasion — literally — with a counter-height set. A large tabletop turns into ample writing and working space, and the ‘kitchen corner’ suddenly becomes the ‘corner office.’
roll with it

Sit down in a swivel chair — and tackle any project that comes your way. Featuring bold silhouettes and colors for every taste, these designs give a new meaning to chic seats.
A ‘homework space’ decked out with rad art + decor? Completing school assignments just got way cooler.

91981 Alton White Twin Platform Bed
99665 Paul Cabled Sunflower
256684 63X87 Rug Colorful Triangles Multicolor
109101 Alton White Writing Desk
209544 Alexa Black Dining Side Chair

255329 Alton Umber Twin Platform Bed
255330 Alton Umber Writing Desk
92331 Alexa White Dining Side Chair
study buddies

In small bedrooms, shape is everything. The Alton Desk’s simple shape, sleek legs and functional storage come together to create a study space your child will love for years to come.
SEE MORE OPTIONS ONLINE
Visit livingspaces.com to check out our entire selection.

Stay connected @livingspaces

91903 Ranger Dining Side Chair
256364 Carrie Sofa Table